Welcome to Legal Insurrection’s Official Guide to Blagojevich Blogs. What makes this “official”? The same thing that makes people think the Franklin Mint is related to the U.S. Mint, even though the commercial says it’s not. These blogs have frequent posts or links specifically about Blago. This list is a work in progress and will be updated frequently. Please post suggested blogs as Comments, or e-mail me at contact/at/legalinsurrection/dot/com (if you can’t figure out what to change in the address, I’m not sure I want your input).

The blogs are listed alphabetically within category. Please, don’t anybody create the “AAABlagoBlog” or you won’t be listed.

Pure Blago Blogs. These blogs are focused only on Blago:

- **Blago Blog Central** - “This blog is about Illinois, its miscomings and its criminal element.” Moved to first place after it was pointed out that there is no “the” in the name. Wins the award for best blog title banner.
- **Blagojevich Blog** - From Windy Citizen. “Tracking the latest on Illinois Governor Rod Blagojevich’s Federal Indictment” or so they say. Most direct name, going to be hard to beat alphabetically.
- **BlagoWatch** - Why didn’t I notice this sooner? Collects stories from the internet that reference Blago, and people comment. Can’t tell who runs it. Looks like one of those social networking things that people over 40 can’t understand. Worth a look.
- **BloggingBlagoBlog** - Describes itself as “More Nonsense From the Governor and the Illinois Democrat Party.” Describing your blog as “nonsense” does not set a very high bar, but at least you won’t be disappointed. Created by Illinois Republican Party. Lots of videos.
- **Bloggin Blagogojevich's Blunders** - Not updated since January 2006, which shows how far back Blago’s “alleged” misconduct goes. But of course, Obama knew nothing. At this point, of historical value only, but a great name.
- **Patty Blagojevich's Freakin Blog** - Not really, but talks like her. Throws the F-bomb every other word. R-rated.
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Post of the Day
That Old Time Political Bullying. In Little Rhody? Fugetaboutit.

Blog of the Day
The Las Vegas Badger. Go get him.

Video of the Day
Carter Malaise Speech
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